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4 Localizações indicadas

Modern Sixties Wine Lounge
"Wine Lovers' Heaven"

by takedahrs

+1 954 616 5216

Wine connoisseurs touring the city simply cannot miss Modern Sixties
Wine Lounge. An intimate bar taking pride in their impressive selection of
wines, Modern Sixties Wine Lounge attracts locals and travelers alike.
Dimly lit with quirky light installations, the bar has a spacious interior with
seating spaces providing a beautiful views of the city outside. The setting
is perfect for enjoying a glass or two of your favorite or novel vintage
wines. Patrons can rely on the servers for suggestions and opt for a
Charcuterie plate, pork sliders or a cheese platter to complement their
wine bliss.
www.modern60s.com/

1828 E Sunrise Blvd, Gateway
Shopping Center, Fort Lauderdale FL

Vinos on Las Olas
"For the Love of Wine"

by Vinotecarium

+1 954 765 6730

If you are looking for a place where you can bring a date then Vinos on
Las Olas is one spot that won't disappoint. Gently illuminated in yellow
lights, the bar has an inviting interior that exudes romance from every
corner. The seating spaces can accommodate groups, but they also have
tables that can be reserved for couples away from the crowds. The place
has an old-world vibe, the walls are accentuate with exposed bricks and
cabinets narrating the tales of their outstanding collection of wines. From
French whites, chardonnay to rose, sparkling wines, Pinot Noirs, Merlots,
Spanish reds and more, this place is a paradise for those who live for
wines.
www.vinoswinebars.com/
vinos-on-las-olas.html

vinosonlasolas@gmail.com

922 East Las Olas Boulevard,
Fort Lauderdale FL

33rd Street Wine Bar
"Wine Lounge with Live Music"

by valeuf

+1 954 566 2111

Creating a tableau of fine wine, music and great company, this bar is a fun
and friendly destination in Fort Lauderdale. A wine enthusiast herself,
Candace Proctor is not only the bar's proprietor, but also your gracious
host for the evening. The tapas, wine tastings and live jazz nights only add
to the wonderful atmosphere of this local haunt. Drop by the 33rd Street
Wine Bar to end your evening with a smile.
33rdstreetwinebar.com/

info@33rdstreetwinebar.co
m

3337 Northeast 33rd Street,
Fort Lauderdale FL
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